
Chip Large Limbs And Trees With Limited Prep
The Intimidator 20XP easily handles tops and forked limbs because of 
the chipper’s large throat opening and Bandit’s proven Slide Box Feed 
System. This system features a powerful top feed roller that is 32” 
wide by 15-3/4” in diameter, and a bottom feed wheel roller that is 
32” wide by 10-5/8” in diameter. The feed rollers are positioned within 
inches of the chipping knives, effectively controlling even the wildest 
trees and branches. This reduces trimming time and labor costs while 
increasing production. 

Crush And Compress Material Quicker
Limby whole trees are chipped quickly and efficiently by the Intimidator 
20XP with virtually no prep work required. The wide chipper opening 
and sloped infeed system helps to crush, compress and funnel limby 
whole trees into the feed system, making it easy to feed and process 
stubborn material that rival chippers struggle to handle. And with 
aggressive engine options over 300 horsepower, the Intimidator 20XP 
has plenty of power to tackle big projects.

Efficient Production 
The synchronized feed system never underfeeds the drum or forces 
material against it. The chip discharge system includes deep knife pockets, 
a smooth transition / discharge chute and the patented Power Slot, 
discharging chips while using much less energy. This also significantly 
reduces idle time due to the more productive chipper infeed system. 

Significantly Less Maintenance

The Intimidator 20XP has a heavy, reinforced drum with more internal 
support. The drum, feed system and related Bandit components 
should last the lifetime of the chipper and are backed by a five-year 
GUTS warranty. Solid welded construction with heavy-duty materials 
throughout the Intimidator 20XP help ensure long life and trouble-free 
performance with less downtime for maintenance.

More High-Quality Chips Per Load
The Intimidator 20XP throws chips with more force due to the pocket 
design, smooth transition, smooth discharges and the patented Power 
Slot. This impressive machine has been known to fill 40’ semi-trailers 
in 45 minutes, and with Bandit’s legendary chip throwing power you’ll 
pack more chips per load. Chips from Bandit chippers have better 
uniformity compared to rival machines and often preferred by mills and 
biomass producers.
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CALL YOUR LOCAL BANDIT SALES REPRESENTATIVE TO SCHEDULE A DEMONSTRATION TODAY!

 FIND US ONLINE WWW.BANDITCHIPPERS.COM
6750 Millbrook Rd. • Remus, MI 49340 • 1-800-952-0178

INTIMIDATOR™ 20XP
20” Capacity Whole Tree Chipper
Bandit’s smallest drum-style whole tree chipper is 
extremely capable with a large 24-½” x 26-¼” throat 
opening and engine options exceeding 300 horsepower. 
The Bandit Intimidator™ 20XP is great for companies 
seeking a cost-effective machine with the capabilities of a 
whole tree chipper, but in a smaller package that’s easier 
to tow and maneuver.

DURABLE AND POWERFUL.
• Easily processes large trees and limbs 
• Massive 24-½” x 26-¼” chipper opening 
• Heavy-duty construction for years 

of dependable service
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Intimidator™ 20XP
   20” capacity drum-style whole tree chipper

Intimidator™ 20XP 
Specifications
ENGINES
Engine Options:
  275 HP CAT
  300 HP John Deere
  315 HP Volvo
  321 HP CAT
  350 HP John Deere
  350 HP Cummins

MEASUREMENTS:
Towable: Track:

Length: 19’ 6” 18’ 4”
Width: 8’ 8’ 6”
Height: 10’ 10’ 2”
Weight: 16,120 lbs 21,000 lbs
Fuel Tank: 60 Gallon 50 Gallon
Hydraulic Tank: 30 Gallon 50 Gallon

OTHER SPECIFICATIONS:
Capacity: 20”

Throat Opening: 24-½” x 26-¼”

Feed Rate: 100 FPM - 5/8” chip

Feed System: Slide Box System

Drum: 37” diameter x 24” wide (½” thick)

RPM: 1,073

Auto Feed: Standard

Drive: 5VF Kevlar Belts (3) 
Adjustable Springs: 2 - 17” 
Horizontal feed wheels: 32” 
Displacement (CID):  63.9 /14.5 

Hydraulic Motors: 2
Discharge: Hydraulic controlled 270º swivel
 discharge chute with 33”
 elbow radius
Deflector: Hydraulic controlled
 12” chip deflector

Frame:   ½” x 4” x 12” rectangular tubing

*Weight varies, based on options selected
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Paint Colors 
Choose from six standard colors, or select  
a custom color to match your fleet.

CHOOSE BETWEEN 
ELECTRIC MOTORS 
OR DIESEL ENGINES 
TO POWER THE 
INTIMIDATOR 
20XP IN ANY 
APPLICATION.

POWER OPTIONS
CARD 
BREAKER 
The Card Breaker works by 
breaking apart chips as they 
enter the discharge chute 
into a more uniform chip.

The Card Breaker can be 
quickly removed if larger 
chip sizes are needed.

Intimidator™ 20XP
   20” capacity drum-style whole tree chipper

REMOTES 
Standard on 20XP.


